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Batty Natty, F1L

Leo Pilachowski

USA/AMA Cat III record,
Urbana, IL
August 9, 2013
19:29

5/99 motor, 14.5", 1000mg (with o-rings)
2570 turns, 0.47 oz-in torque, 
launched at 2150 turns, 0.150 oz-in torque (420 turns backoff)
landed with 482 turns remaining

wing projected area: 52.51 sq.in.
stab projected area: 25.21 sq.in.

weights:

wing:         197mg
stab:          102mg
prop:          262mg
fuselage:    640mg

Total:        1201mg

Wing: projected area: 52.51 sq.in., film area: 54.37 sq.in.

Spars: 0.075" x 0.031", 2" center, taper 0.045" at ends, 5.8#, 280K (110SC), 0.19" defelction at 4" with 750mg

Tips: 5.8# 280K (110SC), .045" x 0.025", 10.42" total length, (2.125"+2.2356"+2"+1.61"+2.125"+.2")
leading edge: 1.5" radius arc, trailing edge: 2.5" radius arc

Ribs: 0.025" thick, 0.045" high, 4.4#, 2.90" long, diags: 3.26" long, arcs with 5.0% camber

Stab: projected area: 25.21 sq.in., film area: 27.31 sq.in.

Spars: 0.0625"x 0.025", 5.8#, 280K (110SC), tapered to 0.45" at ends, 2" center at 0.0625", 0.25" deflection at 4" with 500mg

Tips: 0.035" x 0.025", 5.8# 280K (110SC), 6.46" total length, (1.2"+1.571"+1.25"+ 1.04"+1.2"+.2")
leading edge: 1.0" radius arc, trailing edge: 2.125" radius arc

Ribs: 0.020" thick, 0.045" high, 4.4#, 1.94" long, arcs, 3.2% camber

Fuselage:

Motorstick: 4.7# 210K (129SC), 0.250" x 0.125", no taper

Harlan F1D bearing: 3 degrees left thrust, 0 degrees down thrust, thread binding

Wing and stab posts: 6.0# 300K (110SC), 0.0625 sq, rounded (except at mounting ends)

Tailboom: 4.3# 171k (126SC), 0.1875" x 0.0625", tapered starting at 2" to 0.0625" at end

Propeller: 15" diameter, 23" + 7.5° pitch setting

Blade: 0.010" 5# c-grain, 7.07 sq.in., formed on 23" helical pitch block, with 2.5" radius arc for camber

Spar: 6# 325K (120SC), 0.0625" sq tapered to 0.025", 7.375" long (or less if tubed hub is used), 0.25" deflection at 6" with 250mg

Build Notes:

The wing and stab mount on the posts using round, 0.063" ID tubes. I currently use plastic 
tubes but have used paper or fiberglass tubes made using epoxy or CA cement.  Such tubes 
and cement allow the joints to be loosened with acetone for warp adjustments without 
hurting the tube.I also use the same tube on the prop hub so that I can adjust the blade 
pitch. The balsa densities and stiffnesses can be adjusted (along with the dimensions) to use 
available wood.  It is the deflections that are important.  The motorstick and tailboom start 
out very stiff but can be adjusted (sanded) to give good launches as desired.  The CG location
is as flown with motor.
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